Report Quick-Start Guide
Why Read this Report
The challenges and opportunities for
sustainable development are rapidly
transforming in Latin America and the
Caribbean. We see this in increasing
disruption of our existing systems:
ecological, financial, social. Pursuing
sustainable development will require
engagement with new sectors—such as
the Orange Economy—as well as new
strategies.
This report is intended to spark new
ideas for how to leverage and support
the leading edge of the Orange Economy
as part of a robust strategy towards
sustainable development. This report
re-examines the way things are done,
explores sources of change, and
ultimately suggests new strategies to
better serve the needs of the future.

DOWNLOAD THE FULL REPORT
English www.iadb.org/future-orange-economy
Spanish www.iadb.org/futuro-economia-naranja
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How to Use this Report

SOURES OF DISRUPTION IDENTIFIED IN THIS REPORT
Drivers (p. 2–3)
This report explores some of the broad contextual changes impacting
development challenges and strategies in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Some of these drivers, such as climate change, will be familiar. But even
familiar forces may impact LAC in ways that could be surprising: for
example, in LAC, climate change may have cultural impacts, as indigenous
groups are disrupted and forced to migrate. Other drivers may be less
familiar: for example, the emergence of decentralized (and currently lightly
regulated) blockchain technologies for coordinating economic transactions.
These drivers will inform the context for development in LAC. Read them to
consider the impact on the sectoral work and country strategies.

Drivers of Change

narratives
from one-size-fits-all
to inclusive
representation

IFTF begins every foresight
exercise by thinking about
drivers—big, disruptive
shifts
that are likely to reshape
the
world of the future.
It is all too easy to remain
stuck in the
assumptions and systems
of the past
and the present—the
unspoken rules
that people abide by,
often without
even questioning them.
Identifying

and exploring drivers
of change offers
an opportunity to re-examine
the way
things are done, explore
sources of
change, and ultimately
develop new
strategies that better
serve the needs
of the future.
Our research has identified
five
major forces driving change
in the
global creative and cultural
economy
ecosystem. These drivers
are not
confined to one region,
even though
we focus in this report
on their impact
in Latin America and the
Caribbean.
Rather, they are a reflection
of the
interconnected and fluid
nature of
creativity, culture, and
their outlets,
regardless of borders.
These five
drivers will transform
the potential of
the creative and cultural
economy to
contribute to a more sustainable
and
prosperous future for
Latin America
and the Caribbean.
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Until recently, interpretation
of news,
events, culture, and
more was
determined by an elite
few—those
with control of mass media
channels—
who created the official
one-size-fitsall narrative that society
collectively
followed. But the Internet,
social media
platforms, digital cameras,
and an
increase in travel and
migration have
completely upended that
control and
created a tapestry of narratives
woven
from a myriad of cultures,
peoples,
ideas, and perspectives.
This diversity
in voice has changed
expectations,
and the public now demands
more
from the stories they hear.
In addition to
wanting narratives to
extend beyond a
single viewpoint, individuals
are seeking
content and products
that reflect their
values and preferences.
The growth in inclusive
representation
in creative work is sparking
a new
generation of products
and creative
endeavors. Social media
content
creators are exploring
revenue-sharing
models that distribute
earnings from
advertisements and subscriptions;
and
emerging technologies,
such as virtual
reality and immersive
technologies,
are both capturing stories
in novel
ways and enabling people
to verify the
credibility and accuracy
of information
through experiencing
it directly. The role
of narrative is also being
understood
in new ways as its potential
to heal
and bring communities
together is
recognized. Stories of
how creative
endeavors send out ripples
and
ultimately produce value
are becoming
key to measuring the
impact of the
creative and cultural economy.
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geographies
from stable terrain
to continuous
recalibration

Extreme weather events
have
illustrated the vulnerability
of
global landscapes as
a changing
climate alters weather
patterns and
topographies around
the world.
Over the next decade,
typhoons and
hurricanes, floods, droughts,
and rising
sea levels will threaten
the environmental
stability of regions and
demand
continuous recalibration—ad
apting and
responding to the current
conditions.
The impact of climate
change on
biodiversity will impoverish
regions such
as the Amazon that, up
until now, have
served as repositories
of indigenous
wisdom and natural materials
that can
inspire innovation. While
climate change
transforms the physical
world, the
relentless onslaught of
homogenized
development is also putting
cultural
diversity at risk.
Of necessity, these transforming
landscapes will spark
a new era of
creation. Artists and those
in the cultural
and creative industries
have long been
early responders and
outsized voices in
the battle against climate
change. As the
effects of climate change
and the loss of
indigenous cultures settle
in, societies
will rely on creatives not
only to make
compelling records of
disappearing
worlds but also to help
imagine a new
normal that transcends
the previous
paradigm of permanence.
Architects
and designers, storytellers
and actors,
choreographers and musicians
will keep
cultural diversity alive
while helping to
build resilience in this
era of planetary
uncertainty.

technologies
from physical
to digital

Art, cultural expressions,
and the
things that people create
have
always been guided
by the media,
or materials, people
have access to.
The materials of the past—oil
paint,
bronze, and concrete—are
making way
for new media. Digital
technologies are
already providing the
underpinnings
for the next creative revolution.
Moving
into the next decade,
artists and the
cultural and creative industries
will add
a host of new digital and
physical media
to their toolbox. Expect
artists and
designers to use synthetic
biology to
create new fashion and
architecture, rely
on artificial intelligence
to help generate
fine art and music, and
employ virtual
and augmented reality
in imagining
entirely new 3D worlds
and capturing
disappearing cultures.
Technologies are also
providing new
platforms for artists to
collaborate in
revenue-generating ventures,
as well as
for distributing and copyrighting
creative
production, whether the
product is a
video game, a painting,
or a musical
score. Distributed ledger
technologies
are creating new models
that change
the way products are
tested, priced, and
what creators are paid,
leading to more
fairness in how individuals
profit from
creative output. New data
collection and
analytics tools could make
possible for
the first time an accurate
appraisal of
the extent and value of
the creative and
cultural economy.

finance
from exclusive models
to accessible and
transparent
funding
An array of new financing
tools and
structures are promising
to replace
existing models, which
tend to
exclude creatives from
participation
because of the vagaries
of their
income streams. This
more diverse
menu of financing options
for the
creative and cultural economy
includes
crowdfunding, crowd
equity, digital
currencies, smart contracts,
and more.
Many of these new options
are focused
on increasing financial
inclusion,
removing middlemen,
and building
on financial transparency
so that
everyone—from fans
and customers to
the artists themselves—kn
ows exactly
where creative products
are coming
from and where the money
is going.
The new financing models
will spark
new creative endeavors
by opening up
new direct-to-consum
er marketplaces
for creative products.
Eventually, these
new tools and structures
will change the
way creative content is
conceptualized,
priced and, by extension,
what
creatives are paid. Most
important,
they’ll democratize access
to working
capital and thus open
the door for more
aspiring artists, makers,
and designers
to enter and grow the
creative and
cultural economy, perhaps
even turning
creativity itself into a currency
to be
leveraged, rewarded,
and valued.

work

from fixed
employment to an
ecosystem of
livelihoods
In the span of a single
generation,
the digital economy
has transformed
the nature of work. Online
microwork
platforms have changed
work from
a job into a stream of
tasks that can
be distributed across
open peer-topeer networks. Creatives
can take on
microtasks in their spare
time, building
contacts, portfolios, and
reputations.
In the coming decade,
online work will
begin to erode geographic
limitations
in the creative and cultural
economy,
allowing designers to
build careers and
networks in far-flung cities
and virtual
territories. An architect
in Tegucigalpa
might build a career crafting
a climateresilient infrastructure
while working
with a team that meets,
designs, and
tests all their inventions
entirely in
virtual reality. A tour guide
might lead
excursions for remote
groups, collecting
and broadcasting tastes,
smells, and
sights as they go. A designer
might work
in on-demand ideation,
joining remote
brainstorms and interjecting
their creative
perspective at a moment’s
notice.
The downside? Work
is now more
fragmented, unpredictable,
and insecure
than ever before. These
transformations
in work will make necessary,
new safety
nets to help creatives
manage economic
volatility and rebound
from setbacks.
Look for cooperative creative
hubs to
replace the traditional
workplace for
autonomous workers,
giving them access
to guidance, training, and
resources they
would otherwise lack.
In the absence
of institutional support,
creatives will
need to take full advantage
of procreative financing schemes,
advanced
coordination and collaboration
tools, and
new platforms for distribution.
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Zones of Innovation (p. 8–17)
Zones of innovation are examples of business models, technologies, and
practices that could be leveraged to do development differently. These
examples are rooted in small-scale, sometimes experimental organizations
and interventions already taking place today. They suggest what the future of
the Orange Economy may look like within LAC in the next decade. Read them
to consider new sectoral and country strategies to prepare for the future.

IF YOU HAVE ...
1-2 hours
Step 1: Review the drivers and make sure your organization, country or sector
is prepared to address them in the coming decade. Upon reading the drivers, list
assumptions your organization tends to make about these drivers when it designs
projects. How might these drivers impact the projects you design over the next
decade?
Step 2: Look through the zones of innovation that are mapped to the most important
drivers for your organization, country or sector (page 4–5 of this guide). Read these
mini-forecasts for ideas on how to leverage the Orange Economy to support successful
development in the next decade.
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How to Use this Report

IF YOU HAVE ...
1-2 weeks
Gather a group of stakeholders and/or colleagues to begin developing a pipeline of
pilot projects.
Step 1: Review the drivers to understand the broader contextual changes impacting development in
Latin America and the Caribbean. Explore how the new technologies, finance models, and changing
environmental and social patterns impacting your country or sector of focus. Note down as many
impacts as your team can uncover. Highlight which drivers (and the specific aspects of the driver) will
open up new opportunities for the Orange Economy to drive sustainable development. What are these
opportunities and what will their impact be on your development goals?
Step 2: Read each zone of innovation and explore the associated examples of business models,
innovations, and practices. For each zone of innovation, identify several opportunities and challenges
for your sector. How can the blockchain be leveraged to meet sustainable development goals, for
example?
Step 3: Map sectoral or national level initiatives along the zones of innovation. How much of
your portfolio reflects the emerging future of the Orange Economy? Are you prepared, or is there room
for innovation?
Step 4: List one pilot project for each zone of innovation you can run to test a new strategic
direction. The goal is to slowly learn best practices for meeting the needs of 2030. Make sure the
experiment is small enough that failure won’t have negative repercussions.

Possible Strategic Pilot Projects
to Jumpstart Your Thinking

»» Run an internal competition: ask program officers to read the report and design a
new project or initiative. Give funding to the best ideas.

»» Find partners to conduct a blockchain experiment tracking creative assets or
micropayments to artists.

»» Reach out to some of the companies and organizations that are included as signals to
see if they’d like to partner to build LAC’s future.

»» Map internal teams looking at digital capabilities, see if they are able to support womenled digital design and coding businesses throughout LAC.

»» Run an RFP or competition for services providing ‘income smoothing’ in a target
community in LAC.

»» Invite artists to contribute to an in-person or online conversation about how they see
their work contributing to regional development and/or emergency response.
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IDB Sectors: Guide to Relevant Parts of the Report

Have a particular area of interest? This chart provides an at-a-glance view of the most relevant
parts of the report based on IDB’s sectors of operations. Find the sectors that interest you most
and start exploring!

Sector

Relevant Driver(s) of Change

Agriculture and Rural • Geographies (p. 2)
Development
Education • Narratives (p. 2)
• Work (p. 3)

• Technologies (p. 3)

Energy • Geographies (p. 2)
• Finance (p. 3)

Environment and • Geographies (p. 2)
Natural Disasters

Relevant Zone(s) of Innovation
• Amplified Cultures & Landscapes (p. 11)
• Inspired by Nature (p. 14)

• Platform Cooperativism (p. 8)

• Empowering Women in Tech (p. 10)

• Amplified Cultures & Landscapes (p. 11)
• Quantifying Creative Impact (p. 17)
• Inspired by Nature (p. 14)
• Artists as First Responders (p. 9)

• Amplified Cultures & Landscapes (p. 11)
• Inspired by Nature (p. 14)

Financial Markets • Finance (p. 3)

• Regional Creative Markets & Clouds (p. 12)
• Pro-creative Finance (p. 13)

• Blockchain for Authentication (p. 15)
• Social Revenue Sharing (p. 16)

• Quantifying Creative Impact (p. 17)

Health • Geographies (p. 2)
• Narratives (p. 2)
• Work (p. 3)

Industry • Narratives (p. 2)

• Geographies (p. 2)
• Finance (p. 3)
• Work (p. 3)

• Technologies (p. 3)

Private Firms and SME • Work (p. 3)
Development • Finance (p. 3)

• Platform Cooperativism (p. 8)

• Artists as First Responders (p. 9)

• Quantifying Creative Impact (p. 17)
• Platform Cooperativism (p. 8)

• Empowering Women in Tech (p. 10)

• Regional Creative Markets & Clouds (p. 12)
• Blockchain for Authentication (p. 15)
• Social Revenue Sharing (p. 16)
• Platform Cooperativism (p. 8)

• Empowering Women in Tech (p. 10)

• Regional Creative Markets & Clouds (p. 12)
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IDB Sectors: Guide to Relevant Parts of the Report

Sector

Relevant Driver(s) of Change

Reform/ • Narratives (p. 2)
Modernization • Geographies (p. 2)
of the State • Work (p. 3)
Regional Integration • Narratives (p. 2)
• Work (p. 3)

• Finance (p. 3)

Science and • Geographies (p. 2)
Technology • Technologies (p. 3)
Social Investment • Narratives (p. 2)

• Geographies (p. 2)
• Work (p. 3)

Relevant Zone(s) of Innovation
• Artists as First Responders (p. 9)

• Regional Creative Markets & Clouds (p. 12)
• Pro-creative Finance (p. 13)

• Quantifying Creative Impact (p. 17)
• Regional Creative Markets & Clouds (p. 12)
• Blockchain for Authentication (p. 15)
• Quantifying Creative Impact (p. 17)

• Amplified Cultures & Landscapes (p. 11)
• Inspired by Nature (p. 14)

• Quantifying Creative Impact (p. 17)
• Platform Cooperativism (p. 8)

• Artists as First Responders (p. 9)

• Empowering Women in Tech (p. 10)

• Amplified Cultures & Landscapes (p. 11)
• Pro-creative Finance (p. 13)

• Quantifying Creative Impact (p. 17)

Sustainable Tourism • Geographies (p. 2)
• Narratives (p. 2)

Trade • Finance (p. 3)
• Work (p. 3)

• Technologies (p. 3)

Transport • Geographies (p. 2)
• Work (p. 3)

Urban Development • Geographies (p. 2)
and Housing • Narratives (p. 2)
• Work (p. 3)

Water and Sanitation • Geographies (p. 2)

•
•

Artists as First Responders (p. 9)

Amplified Cultures & Landscapes (p. 11)

• Regional Creative Markets & Clouds (p. 12)
• Inspired by Nature (p. 14)

• Blockchain for Authentication (p. 15)
• Artists as First Responders (p. 9)

• Blockchain for Authentication (p. 15)
• Platform Cooperativism (p. 8)

• Artists as First Responders (p. 9)
• Inspired by Nature (p. 14)

• Quantifying Creative Impact (p. 17)
• Artists as First Responders (p. 9)
• Inspired by Nature (p. 14)
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